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Your account is your personal property and any rights in or to your account are private and personal to you. Your account is
not transferable except to someone who has been authorized in writing to receive it. Although, you agree to grant us a non-

exclusive, perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, sublicensable and transferable license to use, copy, distribute, display, perform,
create derivative works from, and otherwise exploit your account information, any account in which you play, including your

username, gamertag and in-game inventory, including any Virtual Goods, in any games Riot Games sells. Your account
information includes your email address, IP address, code, game history, achievements, any Steam assets, referral

information, item stats, in-game chat logs, any trade(s), in-game purchases and the like, including your account and Riot
Games ID number. We value your participation in the Riot Games community and have many ways you can help. Many of

these ways require you to verify your identity with a valid credit or debit card, so you are reminded that you will be charged
for these services. You can sign up to participate in some activities, such as contests, special events, or promotions.

Sometimes youll be asked to pay to take part in these activities, and other times you can win prizes or get your participation
points or points for participating in these activities fully or partially reimbursed by us. You can also make monetary purchases
in our games. In most cases, these purchases are mandatory and require payment before the account is activated. You can

use the currency from these purchases in our games.
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We have the right, in our sole discretion, at any
time and for any reason, to remove, or change the
nature of, any Virtual Content that you post on or
through the Riot Services, or any portion of it, and

we may require that you take down any Virtual
Content when we determine that it does not

comply with our Terms. If you are removed from
the Riot Services for conduct that causes us to

have such a determination, you will not have any
right to any Virtual Content and you will lose any
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benefits you may have earned through the acts of
the conduct that caused us to deem the conduct

to be wrongful, and the rights granted under
these Terms will terminate. The law of your

jurisdiction (including, without limitation, the
conflicts of law rules) will govern these Terms and

any and all claims arising out of or relating to
these Terms. All actions or proceedings related to

the arbitration will take place in Oakland,
California. You and we each agree to submit to

binding arbitration of any dispute or claim relating
to these Terms in Oakland, California. Arbitration
shall be conducted by a single neutral arbitrator

who shall not have any previous relationship with
us and shall be selected in accordance with the

Rules of the American Arbitration Association. The
parties agree to abide by and be bound by the
arbitrators rulings in their entirety. This section

will be effective upon the completion of the
purchase of a Riot Token. In the event that a Riot

Token is purchased by the person described in
Section 4.1.1, we will email you a key which will
be used to create your account. You will receive
an email with a confirmation link. You must use
the link to submit your email and confirm the

purchase within 3 days. 5ec8ef588b
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